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Abstract 
In this article, we introduce new notions of convergence of di-
rected families of points and convergence of filters in a general topo-
logical space where we do not necessarily assume any seperation ax-
iom. Then we mention some new properties of them for a Hausdorff 
topological space. 
2000 Mathematics Subject Classification. Primary 54A20. 
Introduction 
In a Hausdorff topological space which satisfies the first countability axiom, 
we can also define the topology by way of defining the limit of sequence of 
countable points. In a general topological space which does not necessarily 
satisfy the first countability axiom, we cannot define the topology by using 
sequences of countable points as above. In order to improve this, Moore-Smith 
indroduced the notion of limit of directed families of points which are not nec-
essarily countable [1],[6],[7],[8]. On the other hand, H. Cartan and N. Bourbaki 
introduced the notion of limit of filters [2],[3], [4], [7]. Both define the equivalent 
topology. 
Nevertheless, in the topological space where we do not assume any separa-
tion axiom, the meanings of both notions of limit in the sense of Moore-Smith 
and of limit of filters in the sense of Cartan-Bourbaki, are ambiguous. We 
cannot define their convergence to a certain point clearly. It occurs that they 
converge to more than one points simultaneously. 
Therefore, in this article, we try to improve the notions of limit of directed 
families of points and of limit of filters so that these notions have reasonable 
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meaning in the topological space where we do not necessarily assume any sep-
aration axiom. 
Even only for a Hausdorff topological space, we have some new results of 
convergence. 
1. Convergence of sequences of points 
Let X be a topological space. For a set Sin X, S denotes the closure of S. 
Here we give the definition of new notion of convergence of sequences of points. 
Definition 1.1. Let X be a topological space. For a sequence { an} in X 
and a nonempty set A of accumulation points of {an}, we say that the sequence 
{an} converges to A if A satisfies the following conditions : 
(1) For any neighborhood U of A, there exists some natural number no such 
that, for every n~ 加， anE U holds. 
(2) A isthe maximum one which satisfies the condition (l). 
We say that A is the limit set of {an} or simply the limit and we denote it 
as lim an = A or an→ A(n→ oo). We say that every point in A is a limit 
n→OO 
point of { an}• Then we have the following. 
Corollary 1.2. We use the notation in Definition 1.1. Then the set A is 
calculated by the relation 
00 n LJ{am}= A. 
n=lm>n 
Thus the limit set can be calculated by the set operation. If A = {a}, the 
limit point of { an} is the same as considered until now. In this case, we say 
that { an} converges to a in the narrow sense or mearly { an} converges to a. 
But if A is composed of more than one points, then the notion of the limit of 
{ an} is of a new case. In this case, we say that { an} converges to A in the 
wide sense. In any way, if the limit set A is composed of one or more than one 
points, we say that { an} converges to A. After al the limit set A is the set of 
al accumulation points of { an}, But, conversely, the set of al accumulation 
points of { an} is not necesarily the limit set of { an}• For example, we have the 
following. 
Example 1 {Asaoka). If we put an = 0 for odd n and an = n for even 
n, then the set of al accumulation points of { an} is {O}. Then { an} does not 
converges to {O}. 
Here we have another example. 
Example 2 {Ito). Let {an} be the sequence obtained by lining al rational 
numbers up. Then an→ R. 
In this case, the limit set is not compact. 
Then we have the following. 
Proposition 1.3. A s匈uenceof real numbers converges to a nonempty 
bounded closed set if and only if the s匈uenceis bounded. 
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As for the convergence of sequence of real numbers in the narrow sense, we 
have the following. 
Theorem 1.4 (Cauchy's Criterion of Convergence). A sequence {an} 
of real numbers converges to a certain real number in the narrow sense if and 
only if, for any positive number c:, there exists some natural number N such 
that, for every m, n > N, the inequality lam -an I < c holds. 
Let X be a topological space. We say that a sequence {an} of points in X 
is precompact if the closure of the set of points { an; n~1} is a compact set in 
X. 
Then we have the following. 
Theorem 1.5. Let X be a Hausdorff topological space. Then a sequence 
{ an} of points in X converges to a certain nonempty compact set A if and only 
if {an} is a precompact sequence. Then the limit set A is given by the relation 
行LJ{am} =A. 
n=lm>n 
In the above theorem 1.5, the limit set A is not empty because the family 
of sets in X { am; m~n }, (n = 1, 2, ・ ・ ) has the finite intersection property. 
Then we have the following. 
Corollary 1.6. Let X be a compact Hausdorff topological space. Then 
every sequence { an} of points in X converges to a certain nonempty compact 
set. 
Proposition 1. 7. In a Hausdorff topological space X, a sequence {an} of 
points in X converges to a point a if, for any neighborhood U of a, there exists 
some natural number n。suchthat we have an E U for al n such as n~n0 ・
Theorem 1.8. For the convergence of sequences in a topological space X, 
we have the following properties. We use t竺砂ovenotation. 
(S1) If an= a for al n, we have an→ {a}. 
(S2) If an→ A for the set A of al accumulation points of { an}, then, for 
any convergent subsequence { ak=} of {an}, we have 
00 00 u nu {叫}=A. 
{km} n=l m:2'.n 
Here u{km} means the union for al subsequences { km} of the sequence 
of al natural numbers such that {叫}converges. 
(S3) Let { an} be a sequence in X and A the set of al accumulation points 
of {an}. If, for any subsequence {叫}of { an}, we have a知→ A, we 
have an→ A. 
For a topological space X which is not Hausdorff, we have the following. 
Example 3 (Asaoka). Let X be a set {O, 1} of O and 1. Assume that 
al open sets in X are 0, {1} and X = {O, 1}. Then X becomes a topological 
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space which is not Hausdorff. In X, al closed sets are 0, {O} and X. Then 
if we consider a sequence {an} such as an = 1 for al n 2 1, the set of al 
accumulation points of {an} is X and {an} converges to X. In this case, we 
have, 
CX) n LJ{am}={O,l}=X 
n=l m~n 
If we consider a sequence {Un} such as Un = 0 for al n : 1, the set of al 
accumulation points of {un} is {O} and {un} converges to {O}. In this case, we 
have 
00 n u {am}=而={O}. 
n=lm>n 
But the limit set is not the intersection of al neighborhoods of the limit set. 
Let X and Y be two topological spaces. In general, we assume that f is
a mapping from a certain subset D of X to Y. Let A be a certain set of 
accumulation points of D. For a certain set B of accumulation points of the 
set {f(x); x E D}, we say that lim f(x) = B or f(x)→ Bas x→ A if, for 
ェ→A
any neighborhood V of B, there exists some neighborhood U of A such that 
we have f((U n D) ¥ A) C V lim /() x = B is equivalent to say that, for 
X→A 
any sequence { an} in D ¥ A such as an→ A, B is the union of al limit sets 
lim / an . Ifwe have B = {b} for a given f and A= {a} in X, bis said to 
n→CXl （） 
be the limit value of f(x) as x→ a or the limit of f(x) as x→ a. 
In Definition 1.1, we give the definition of new notion of convergence of 
sequences of points for a general topological space. 
2. Cnvergence of directed families of points 
In this section, we consider the new notions of convergence of directed fam-
ilies of points. 
Definition 2.1. Let X be a topological space, {xa}aEA a directed family 
of points in X and A a nonempty set of accumulation points of { x0}aEA・Then 
we say that { x0} a EA converges to A if A satisfies the following conditions : 
(1) For any neighborhood U of A, there exists some no EA such that, for 
every a~no, Xa EU holds. 
(2) A・is the maximum one which satisfies the condition (1). 
Then we denote this as x。→ A(a E A) or simply x。→A. Then we have the 
following. 
Corollary 2.2. We use the notation of Definition 2.1. Then the set A is 
calculated by the relation 
n LJ {xa} =A. 
aoE.A. a~ao 
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When A = N, this is nothing but the convergence of a sequence of points 
{ Xn} in X. The limit set A is the certain set of accumulation points of { Xa} a:EA・
But, conversely, any set of accumulation points of {xa}a:EA is not necesarily 
the limit set of { Xa}a:EA・
Then we have the following. 
Theorem 2.3. Let X be a Hausdorff topologi叫 space. Then a directed 
family of points { xa}a:EA in X converges to a certain nonempty compact set A if 
there exists some a0 E A such that the closure of the set of points { xa; a 2 a0} 
is a compact set in X. 
Corollary 2.4. Let X be a compact Hausdorff topological space. Then 
every directed family of points { xa}a:EA in X converges to a certain nonempty 
compact set. 
Proposition 2.5. Assume that X is a Hausdorff topological space. Then 
a directed family of points { xa}a:EA in X converges to a point x if, for any 
neighborhood U of x, thereば stssome a0 E A such that Xa E U for al 
a 2 ao・
Theorem 2.6. Let X be a topologi叫 space.Let {xa}a:EA be a directed 
family of points in X. We use the above notation. Then we have the following: 
(Dl) If Xa = x for al a, Xa→石Jholds. 
(D2) If Xa→ A for a nonempty set A of accumulation points of {xa}a:EA 
and {Y/3} is a cofinal directed subfamily of {xa}, Y/3→ A holds. 
(D3) If a directed subfamily {y/3} of {xa} has always a converginy directed 
subfamily { z,} andら→ A for a nonempty set A of accumulation 
points of { xa}a:EA and A is determined independently of the choice of 
伽},then Xa→ A holds. 
(D4) Assume that Xa→ A(a E A) holds for a nonempty set A of accumu-
lation points of { xa}a:EA and, for each a E A, y碩→ Xa(/3 E Ba) 
holds. Then we define a directed set of direct product C = A x IT瓦
a 
and define the projections p : C→ A and Pa: C→ 因 Ifwe define 
z, = Ya/3 where'YE C, a= p('Y),(3 = Pab) hold, thenら→ A holds. 
We denote the limit set of Xa as limxa or lima:EA Xa. We say that a point 
in lim Xa is a limit point of Xa・％→ A is equivalent to say that A is the 
intersection of the closures of sets, each of which is composed of any cofinal 
directed subfamily of { Xa}-
If a directed subfamily {Y/3} of { xa} is not cofinal with { Xa}, then some 
accumulation points of {y/3} does not belong to the limit set of {xa}a:EA・
3. Convergence of filters 
Definition 3.1. Let X be a topological space and <I> a filter in X and A a 
nonempty set of accumulation points of every FE <I>.Then we denote a system 
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of al neighborhoods of A by ll(A). We say that the filter <I> converges to the 
set A if A satisfies the following conditions : 
(1) <I>つll(A)holds. 
(2) A is the maximum one which satisfies the condition (1). 
Then we denote this <I>→ A and we say that the set A is the limit set of <I> or 
simply the limit of <I>. If the filter generated by a filter basis B converges to A, 
then we say that the filter basis B converges to A. 
Then we have the following. 
Corollary 3.2. We use the notation of Definition 3.1. Then the set A is 
calculat祉 bythe relation 
nF=A. 
FE<I> 
Namely, the limit or the limit set can be obtained by the set operation. 
Then we have the following. 
Theorem 3.3. Let X be a Hausdorff topological space. Then a filter <I> 
converges to a certain nonempty compact set A if there exists some element F 
of <I> such that F is compact. 
Corollary 3.4. Let X be a compact Hausdorff topological space. Then 
every filter <I> converges to a certain nonempty compact set A. 
Proposition 3.5. Assume that X is a Hausdorff topological space. Then 
a filter <I> converges to a point x if <I>つil(x)holds. 
Theorem 3.6. Let X be a topological space. We use the above notation. 
Then we have the following: 
(Ll) For a point a in X, a filter <I>a = {B; a EB C X} converges to伺．
(L2) If two filters <I> and'11 satisfy the conditions <I>→ A and wつも then
W→ A holds. 
(L3) If, for a family of filters { <I>入}, every <I>入→ A holds, then nふ=<I> 
→ A holds. 
(L4) Assume the following (i) ~ (ii). (i) XっY,(i) For every nonempty 
closed set B in Y, there exists a filter知 inX such that如→B 
and (ii) a filter'11 in X genemted by a filter basis B in Y converges 
to A. Then UBEB (n。i-C=でCB虻） converges al,so to A. 
4. Relations between various convergences 
In this section, we mention relations of various convergences. 
We have the following theorems. 
Theorem 4.1. Let X be a topological space. 
(1) For a directed family of points { xa}aEA, the family of subsets in X 
{{xa; a E A,a 2 ao};ao EA} is a filter basis in X. 
(2) For the filter <I> genemt祉 bythe filter basis defin成 in(1), Xa→ A if 
and only if <I>→ A. 
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Then Theorem 3.6 induces Theorem 2.6 and Corollary 3.5 induces Corollary 
2.5. 
Let X and Yb etwo topological spaces and / : X→ Y a function (or 
mapping) and D the domain of f. Let A be a certain set of accumulation 
points of D. Then {f(UnD¥A); U E il(A)} becomes a filter basis in Y, where 
il(A) means a system of neighborhoods of A. Further assume Un D ¥A;/; 0. 
Let <I> be the filter generated by the above filter basis. Then f(x)→ Bas 
X→ A if and only if <I>→ B. 
By the above, the various convergences mentioned until now can be repre-
sented by the convergence of filters. 
5. Convergence and topology 
In a topological space, we could define the notions of convergence of directed 
families of points and of filters. Conversely, we can introduce a topology using 
the notion of convergence. We have the following. 
Theorem 5.1. Assume that, in a topological space X, al filters are deter-
mined to converge or not and that the properties (Ll) ~ (L4) are satisfied in 
X. Then, if we define the convergence of directed families of points in X as 
above, then the properties (Dl) ~ (D4) are satisfied. 
Thereby, if we define the union of the limit sets of al directed families 
{xa} such as Xa E A to be刀， thenthe axiom of closures is satisfied for A. 
Thereby we can define a topology of X. With respect to this topology, we have 
the following properties: 
(i) B =BC A if and only if there exists {xa}(Xa EA) such that Xa→ B. 
(i) uおaneighborhood of A =刀 ifand only if, for any {xa} such as Xa 
→ A, there exists to ao such that {xa; a 2:no} CU holds. 
When we define the convergence of directed families of points by way of the 
topology, these properties (i) and (i) as above hold also. Then if we define 
the new topology by the processes: the topology→ the convergence of filters 
→ the convergence of directed families of points→ the new topology, the new 
topology coincideふwiththe first given topology. 凡rther,if we define the new 
notion of convergence of filters (or directed families of points) starting from the 
given notion of convergence of filters (or directed families of points), this also 
coincides with the first given one. By the above, to give the notion of topology 
and to give the notion of convergence of filters or directed families of points are 
entirely identical. 
When we mention the notions in a topological space using the terminology 
of convergence, we have the following. The fact that a topological space X is 
compact is identical with the fact that al perfect directed families of points 
converge. This is also identical with the fact that al ultrafilters converge. 
Further this is also identical with the fact that, for every directed family of 
points, there exists a converging directed subfamilies of points. 
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Theorem 5.2. Let X and Y be two topological space and f : X→ Ya 
mapping and D the domain off. In order that f is continuous at a certain 
nonempty closed set A(C D) of accumulation points of D, it is necessary and 
sufficient that each one of the following conditions (i) ~ (ii) is satisfied: 
(i) For every directed family of points {x0} such as Xa→ A, we have f (x0) 
→ f(A). 
(i) For every filter <I> such as <I>→ A, we have f(<I>) = {f(M);M E <I>}→ 
f(A). 
(ii) In the sense of the limit of values of the function f, if x→ A holds, 
we have f(x)→ f(A). 
The definition of the topology on the basis of the notion of convergence 
was originated by M. Frechet[5]. By using the notion of convergence of filters 
or directed families of points, the correspondence of the convergence and the 
topology in a topological space becomes perfect. For that purpose, E. H. Moore 
and H. L. Smith introduced the notion of convergence of directed families of 
points[8]. Nevertheless, the definition of Moore-Smith is ambiguous in the case 
other than the case of Hausdorff topological space. Therefore, in this article, 
we improved these notions as metioned before. 
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